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In this public lecture, the speaker will use an analysis of the physical scores in 

Ibsen’s dramaturgy, together with recollec�ons from early  

Ibsenites, to argue that actors developed new techniques of embodiment in 

the process of rehearsing and performing Ibsen’s characters.  
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Abstract 
 

 Ibsen created female characters that provided new representa0onal 

models for modern drama. One of his theatrical innova0ons was to write 

subjec0ve interiori0es for these female characters in the language of the 

body. This paper uses an analysis of the physical scores in Ibsen’s dramaturgy, 

together with recollec0ons from early Ibsenites, to argue that actors developed 

new techniques of embodiment in the process of rehearsing and performing 

Ibsen’s characters.  

 

  

 Tradi0onally, the arrangement of actors on mid-nineteenth century stages reflected ligh0ng 

technologies and the dynamics of theatre architecture: the more important the actor, the beAer the 

placing on the stage. The physical scores embedded in Ibsen’s social dramas broke this 

conven0on.  Through stage direc0ons and the body cues within the spoken text, Ibsen created 

complex physical scores to control the movements of his characters in their bourgeois domes0c 

seCngs. 

 

 Ibsen’s body wri0ng extended beyond stage movement or ‘blocking’. His retrospec0ve 

dramaturgy demanded that actors use their bodies to communicate unspoken memories and socially 

repressed feelings. Ibsen described this wri0ng technique as the crea0on of ‘seemingly easy but 

concealing/overlaying [overdekkende] conversa0ons’ (to Schrøder 2.1.87). To successfully perform 

Ibsen’s female roles, actors learnt to express the ‘inner truth’ of a character’s thoughts through 

supposedly unconscious changes in posture, gesture, and body rhythm, thus making visible the life 

lying behind the spoken text. The result was a double message for the audience: one expressed 

openly through the dialogue, the other via the performing body animated by unspoken thoughts. 

 

 Ibsen’s dramaturgical innova0ons in wri0ng body-texts, par0cularly for his female characters, 

pointed the way towards the psychologically realist ac0ng techniques that were to become 

ubiquitous in twen0eth century world theatre. 
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